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About This Game

Every gaming generation had its hallmark -- and "99Vidas" recaptures them all!

Final Fight, Double Dragon, Battletoads, Streets of Rage… What do all of these games have in common? They all represent the
glory of the "beat 'em up" genre, a staple of gaming in the 80's and 90's. Developer QUByte Interactive took inspiration from all

of the the unforgetable notes from that game style to proudly bring you "99Vidas".

"99Vidas" is a brawler set in a contemporary world, but that pays tribute to both the classic and the new in the gaming industry.
Brought to you in 16-bit pixelated glory, chock-full of references to not only gaming but also 80's and 90's pop culture.

"99Vidas" takes full advantage modern era gameplay mechanics, making it the best of both worlds.

6 stages (with more to come) will take you on a journey to different parts of the world to face hordes of fierce enemies and
relentless bosses, but you don’t have to do it alone: you can face this challenge with up to 3 other players in co-op play, both

local and online.
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Title: 99Vidas
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
QUByte Interactive
Publisher:
QUByte Interactive
Release Date: 22 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows 7 SP1

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.0GHz or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 (512MB) / ATI Radeon HD 2900 (512MB)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Supports Microsoft Xbox 360/One controller or Direct Input compatible controller; Sony DualShock4
controller support for 64bits version only

English
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Very nice game, if you love ninjas and fnatic you'll gonna be a Ninjahtic soon.. This game is very fun and enjoyable. I like how
each side has unique equipment and weapons.
I would however recommend to add 2 other sides such as the metaldroids or robots and ninjas.. That moment when you
accidentaly delete your save file while having the game set in Russian because you where trying to get the 3rd Shadow Ending.
Seriously, who ever thought it was a good idea to put the 'reset game' button right above the 'language' button? And how was I
supposed to know it would delete my save file? I don't speak \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing Russian.

Don't get wrong the game has some witty jokes and references here and there, but it also has a lot grammatical errors and
misspellings. And yes, game devs, we can see through your \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 wannabe
American writing that the game script was written by a Russian. And the subtle Putin jokes weren't even that bad, but making
references to Chuck Norris and Saw? They are memes that have been dead for years. Could you really not think of some more
iconic references for this generation?

The game also has a pretty small gameplay to fun ratio. It's gonna be fun for the first 1-2 hours but it's going to get really dull
when you're just gonna be going through the options trying to figure out how to get a specific ending, which is especially
difficult since a lot of the choices are just filler and they don't really matter. You're porbably gonna have to resort to using a
walkthrough (thank god there is one), and the gameplay will just turn into a small grind for endings.

It's very much like the Impossible Quiz except there are multiple endings and the references aren't so clever.

Don't recommend buying it unless it's a sale, the game's just not worth for what it is and the humour is mediocre at best..
Horrifyingly Horrible or Comedy Gold? You Decide!

From the badly wrapped textures to the Engerish that gives you brain hemorrhages there isn't much good to day about the game
outside the first few times the random jump scares worked then they became annoying... that and the game is funny as hell once
you stop trying to take it seriously.

Video Review Below:
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=323895273. This VN was really something, It has some alright
visuals, the voice acting I found great tbh, I laughed a there and now. I didn't get the story at first but then as I gradually kept
reading, the story got really interesting and emotional. There is 4 endings, I'd say this game would take 2 hours to finish
depending on how fast you read it, I've gotten all 4 endings and #1 ending I'd say was the best cause I got what I wanted.. An
underrated gem! I thoroughly enjoyed playing this game to completion.
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PROS:

-Great replayability (3 game paths and multiple endings)
-Original storyline
-Appropriate gamelength (10-16 hours depending on how much of a completionist you are)
-Great soundtrack
-Many sidequests
-Lighthearted, countryside atmosphere

CONS:

-Sidequests will get removed when you progress too far in the story since you can't backtrack from region to region.
-Some sidequests involve obscure ways to complete and can involve a lot of going back and forth over long distances.
-Some drastic difficulty spikes in encounters when you enter a new region.
-Party members who join later in the story don't get a lot of characterization.

All in all, I felt the cons of the game weren't too bad and were pretty tolerable. For an RPG Maker game, I give this an 8\/10.
My wife is a major Tim Burton fan, so I bought this mainly for her benefit--too bad it's awful. This game is good conceptually,
but that's it. Even with the recent patch, the actual fighting is arguably the worst I've ever experienced in a fighting game... and I
played Fighting Masters. :( The game encourages running into your opponent like an idiot and button mashing, so there is no
feeling of accomplishment whatsoever upon victory. This game needs a serious overhaul to be worth even a couple modest
dollars.. Its has markiplier and PeanutButterGamer as a playable characters
what more could you want from a video game.
11\/10
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Don't let the fact that this game was made with RPG Maker put you off, it's actually a very enjoyable experience.

Camp Sunshine thrusts you into the shoes of Jez, a boy being sent to summer camp while his parents figure out stuff between
the two of them. Jez arrives, meets a few people, and then settles in for the night. Upon waking he discovers that there is
something very wrong going down at Camp Sunshine -- bloody bodies are everywhere, and that's just the beginning of this
nightmare. Your job is to guide him through Camp Sunshine finding the various clues, pages, etc. that open up more of the story
as you progress. The story is engaging enough to keep you pushing through the game and the difficulty isn't so bad that you can't
handle things.

My advice for new players would be that if you're looking for JUST a story experience then play this on Easy. You will literally
find so much supplies throughout the game that getting hit or using up batteries isn't an issue. I played on Easy so I can't say how
much harder the other difficulties are but if you are looking for something that isn't a 100% cakewalk seek out Normal/Hard
mode. There are some minor frame stutters in the game at times as well but they aren't too terrible to deal with.
Dodging/running away from the enemy is also not terribly hard.

A final note about this game: It's hidden gems like these that make you think twice before overlooking RPG maker games for
the sole reason they were "made in RPG maker", so I want to say thank you to the creators for creating this little gem.. It
depends on how old you are and if you appreciate old school games likes this but I thought it was great! Inexpensive and great
gameplay. It might feel like playing a win98 game but addicting like the rest in this genre. My only complaint is it is not OBS
compatible so streaming it is kinda complicated. Need more video options!

www.twitch.tv\/r1sh
www.youtube.com\/rishtattoo. Greate, easy and cheap game. Got all achiements before all tradingcards droped. :)
now on sell ^.^ Get a greate set of achiements.. Do not like the controls. Tried to like it but just not feeling it. If you like
Stardew Valley, you will be disappointed by this.. This game is ♥♥♥♥ing stupid the multiplayer is not worcking don't waste
you'r monye. I really enjoyed the story of Eventide, everything linked in and made complete sense by the end so I can really
recommend you hold out until that final scene because it clears up a lot! Loved the voice acting, and even though the facial
animations could have done with some work I can't wait to play the second game! 8/10. The game does have the whole gender
bending magic thing going for it. The art style is very cute and I do like it. I rate this one at most about a 6 out of 10. It's not a
bad game but I have no plans to replay it unless it's like for a requested stream or something. I like somethings about it but some
things it kinda falls on. It's one of those games I can't solidily recommend cause I feel kinda " Meh its ok" about it but if you
want a short shot and have the money, it's a decent time killer. But steam doesnt have a "Meh" button. So here we are.. Nifty
little puzzle platformer with pretty graphics :)
Not the biggest platformer fan to begin with, but I enjoyed the unique twist on the puzzle solving style which made me think
outside the box a bit more than usual!
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